
Facing Fears 

Text 1: Queen of the Falls  

Text 2: Beowulf 

 

Geography - Locational knowledge:  

 locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on North America, concentrating on their 

environmental regions, key physical and human characteristics, countries and major cities. 

 

Human and Physical 

 physical geography, including: climate zones, biomes and vegetation belts, rivers, mountains, 

volcanoes and earthquakes, and the water cycle 

 human geography, including: types of settlement and land use, economic activity including trade 

links, and the distribution of natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water 

 

Fieldwork 

 use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate countries and describe features 

studied 

 

History -   

 A non-European society that provides contrasts with British history - one study chosen from; 

early Islamic civilization, including a study of Baghdad c. AD 900; Mayan civilization c.AD 900; 

Benin (West Africa) c. AD 900 – 1300 

 

DT - Food Skills: 

 Learn how to create their own healthy fast food meal recipe (before they make it) 

 Learn about the ethical implications of fast food and consider a healthy and balanced diet. 

 Learn about the ethical implications of animal rearing and discuss a vegan and vegetarian diet 

 Research the nutritional value of fast food  

 Conduct own market research into healthy choices (Helsby services) 

 

Art - Drawing Skills: 

 Use guidelines to draw images 

 Breaking an image into shapes.  

 Use pencil colour to show light and dark.  

 Grades of pencils to shade.  

 To use line to represent an image in proportion  

Key Artist: Walt Disney 

Science - Forces 

 explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth because 

of the force of gravity acting between the Earth and the falling 

object 

 identify the effect of  air resistance, water resistance and friction, that act between moving 

surfaces 

 recognise that some mechanisms including levers, pulleys and gears allow a smaller force to 

have a greater effect 

Key Scientists: Galileo Galilei and Isaac Newton (Gravitation)  

Science - Light 

 recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines 

 use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain that objects are seen because they 

give out or reflect light into the eye 

 explain that we see things because light travels from light sources to our eyes or from light 

sources to objects and then to our eyes 

 use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain why shadows have the same shape as 

the objects that cast them 

Key Scientist: Ibn al-Haytham (Alhazen) 

 

Computing - Computer Science 

 Invent an algorithm that creates an output (turning a light on the BBC Microbits). 

 Change variables in an algorithm in order to achieve a desired output. 

 Decompose a series of algorithms into smaller movements (BBC Microbits) 

 

Computing - Digital Literacy 

 

 Understand and explain that social media software is not always safe (just because somebody 

has a picture or an image of a familiar face it doesn’t mean it is them. Discuss photobrushing 

and strangers using images of someone else).  

French 

 Recap multiples of 10, numbers 1-50 and learn numbers 50-100 

 Revise classroom language. Learn question form ‘Est-ce-que je peux...? ‘(Can I ...) and discuss 

the difference between the English form. Literal translation ‘is-it that I can...’ Fermer/ouvrer 

(close/open) la fenetre (window), la porte (door) aller au toilette (go to the toilet), lire (read), 

laver les mains (wash my hands), avoir de l’eau (have some water) Key French sound-focus 

pronunciation of numbers- trente, quarante, cinquante, soixante etc. 

Music 

 Singing, composing and performing - Christmas Carols 

 Listening and Appraising - Women of Country Music linked to USA 
 

RE - Hinduism and Christianity 

 

PE - Gymnastics and Outdoor and adventurous activities 

Pattern Seeking 

             Research 



 

 

Adventurers of Sea and Space 

Text 1: Arthur and the Golden Rope 

Text 2: The Darkest Dark  
 

History    

 Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots  

 The Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the Kingdom of England to the time of Edward the 

Confessor 

 

Geography – Locational Knowledge 

 identify the position and significance of latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere, 

Southern Hemisphere, the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circle, the 

Prime/Greenwich Meridian and time zones (including day and night) 

 

Art - Painting Skills: 

 Learn how to use acrylic to show light and shade  

 Learn how to use water colour to show light and shade. 

Key Artist: Christina Balit 

 

DT - Construction Skills: 

 Create a parachute, 

 Create a lever 

 Create moving axles 

 Use tabs and split pins to finish your design 

 

Science - Earth and Space 

 Describe the movement of the Earth, and other planets  

relative to the Sun in the solar system and describe the  

movement of the Moon relative to the Earth.   

 Describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as approximately spherical bodies and use the idea of the 

Earth’s rotation to explain day and night and the apparent movement of the sun across the 

sky. 

 

Science -  Properties of Materials  

 Compare and group together everyday materials based on evidence from comparative and 

fair tests 

 Know that some materials will dissolve in liquid to form a solution.  

 Explain and describe how to recover a substance from a solution and use knowledge of solids, 

liquids and gases to decide how mixtures might be separated, including through filtering, 

sieving and evaporating. 

 Consider the impact of Charles Mackintosh and how things have developed today.  

 

Computing – Information Technology 

 understand and explain how Microsoft PowerPoint works and how it can be used to present 

information in a formal and informal manner in a slideshow. 

 use a piece of hardware (mouse/keyboard) to input data onto Microsoft PowerPoint.  

 input collected data into a graph and transfer the graph to another software programme 

Music   

 Listening and appraising linked to space 

 Performing – untuned percussion instruments 

 

French  

 Recap greetings/personal information including name, age, birthday, how are you? Where do you 

live? Pets 

 Family- un frère (brother) une sœur (sister), un père (father),  une mère (mother), un fils (son), une 

fille (daughter), un grandpère (grandfather),  une grandmère (grandmother), un cousin (cousin-

boy), une cousine (cousin-girl) 

 Conjugation of avoir (to have)- j’ai (I have), il a (he has), elle a (she has), as-tu...? (do you have?) 

Children to note reversal of subject and verb in the question form 

 Recognise and begin to use the pattern of the negative form ne...pas (not) Eg, Je n’ai pas une 

cousine. ( I do not have a cousin (girl) ) Je n’ai pas un chien ( I do not have a dog) 

Key French sound- è pronounced e in bed, é pronounced ay, as pronounced like a in cat 

 

RE – Judaism  

 

Explain the importance of the Covenant for Jews. 

RE – Christianity  

Describe how references to Jesus’ death and resurrection found in the Church (artefacts, ritual or text) 

reinforce the Christian idea of forgiveness 

PE – Swimming 

 

 

 

 



Our World 

Text 1: The Paperbag Prince 

Text 2: The Hunter 

 

 

Geography – Locational knowledge 

 name and locate counties and cities of the United Kingdom, geographical regions and their 

identifying human and physical characteristics, key topographical features (including hills, 

mountains, coasts and rivers), and land-use patterns; and understand how some of these 

aspects have changed over time 

 understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of human and 

physical geography of a region of the UK, a region in a European country and a region within 

North America. - Focus on counties and cities of UK compared to states and cities of USA 

 

Fieldwork 

 observe, measure & record human & physical features in the local area using a range of 

methods, including sketch maps, plans, graphs& digital technologies.  

 

Art – 3D  

 Create and join 3D forms.  

 Can reuse found objects as tools 

 Attach items cleanly  

 Sculpt clay 

 Pressing items onto the clay to create texture 

 Using hands and tools to create texture 

 

Key Artist: Nick Mackman 

 

DT - Textiles: 

 Create a strong and effective bag by upcycling old clothes 

 Research bags and investigate materials  

 Over sew to create the bag with a handle 

 To sew on the reverse side 

 To choose which stitch is the most appropriate 

 To test the final product 

 

Science -  Animals including humans  

Describe the changes that occur as humans develop to old age. 

 

 
Science -  Living Things and their Habitats  

 Describe the difference in the life cycles of a mammal (horse), an amphibian 

(frog) an insect (butterfly) and a bird (chicken). 

 Describe the life process of reproduction in some plants (lillies / tulips) and explore the key 

reproductive organs for plants.  

 Linking to RSE objectives, describe the life process of reproduction in animals.  

 

Music 

 Singing, composing and performing – Tuned instruments 

 
French 

 Conjugation of être (to be)- il est (he is), elle est (she is), je suis ( I am ), Es-tu..? ( are you...?)  

 Describe people (feelings/personality)- triste (sad), heureux/heureuse (happy/great) 

Inquiet/inquiète (worried), Content(e) (content/ok), Surpris(e) (surprised),  Effrayé(e) (frightened), 

En colère (angry), amical/amicale (friendly), amusant/amusante (funny) Children to recognise the 

pattern that in French the adjective comes after the noun and agrees with the noun. Introduce 

children to French-English dictionaries to find further vocabulary. 

 Describe people (physically)- j’ai/il a/elle a .... les cheveux (hair) blonds, bruns, roux, gris, noirs, 

longs, courts (blond/brown/red/grey/black/long/short)  les yeux (eye) bleus, verts, marrons 

(blue/green/brown) Children to recognise the pattern that in French the adjective comes after the 

noun and agrees with the noun. 

 Recognise and begin to use the pattern of the negative form ne...pas (not) Eg, Je n’ai pas les yeux 

bleus (I do not have blue eyes) Je ne suis pas triste (I am not sad) Il n’a pas les cheveux marrons 

(He does not have brown hair) 

Key French sound- Focus pronunciation of est and suis, do not hear the s on the end of the plural 

adjectives 

PE – Invasion Games 

RE – Islam 

 Understand Muslims believe that to have ‘inner peace with God’ humans must follow and 

submit to Allah’s guidance and will. 

 Identify, describe and explain key Muslim beliefs related to Allah (God).    

 

RE – Humanism 

Explain how Humanists’ lifestyle plays a role in modern society.   

 

 

 

 

 


